Puzzle
"Fanfare"
by John de Cuevas
Instructions: The cryptic clues define 22 row words (I-VI) and 16 radial words (1-16).
Row words are to be entered from left to right in the order of their clues, three or four to a
row. Radial words, each 7 letters long, are to be entered reading in or out (solvers must
determine which), but none will fit in the grid unless one of their letters is omitted. Those
16 omitted letters, taken in order, spell a 3-word phrase appropriate to the grid. Answers
include one proper name. Thanks to Tommy Crouch for inspiring the design of the grid.

Row Clues
I.
Perversion of sorrow theory?
Hunker down and start relaxing in bed
To shed tears aboard ship wins
everything
II.

Equal time happening
Jungle nation borders valley
Fastening strip holds head of clip
Lead rodents back

III.

Bind with heat Starting Sunday, then
bury
Seeking gratification in banality
Muse in mature renewal

IV.

Essence of wheat, tarragon
Initially, one violent upheaval moves egg
Let in to that other Cambridge Institution
Move fast when loud and drunk

V.

Coarse, unmowed grass
Security agency gets no greeting
Speaking informally, it isn't corruption
Pay honor in life tenure

VI.

With trunk, leaves in summer
Hearing draft animals abound
Change of speed: a rearing position
River flows backward out of boredom

Radial Clues
1. Impetuous in return set, is severely critical
2. High flier in a five-ratio upset
3. Teeth endure badly with time
4. Wine given at opening
5. Delights getting last of death menaces
6. Keyboard "The Life" in Costa Rica
7. Act aimlessly, getting mother down
8. Grand display by a negative fish
9. Loudly lament beheaded Zulu dead
10. Dance leader unhappy going back
11. Arizona turns Michigan around and Utah
takes Harvard a distance along the horizon
12. Chip away while taking time and time
again
13. Crime attack
14. Fed backs recent lower value
15. Express desire to eat mineral
16. Republican leader registers tenants

This puzzle appeared in the November-December 1995 issue of Harvard Magazine in a different format.

